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ABSTRACT

The unique mobility-control properties of foam in porous media make it an

attractive choice as an injection fluid for enhanced oil recovery. Unfortunately, in many

cases oil has a major destabilizing effect on foam. Therefore, it is important to understand

how oil destabilizes loam and what surfactant properties lead to increased stability against

oil. To explain the stability of foam in porous media in the presence of oil, we generalize

the ideas of spreading and entering behavior using Frumkin-Deryaguin wetting theory.

This formulation overcomes the inherent deficiencies in the classical spreading and entering

coefficients used to explain foam stability against oil. We find that oil-tolerant foam can be

produced by making the oil surface "water wet".

To test our theoretical ideas, we measure foam-flow resistance through 45-70 _tm

glass beadpacks, surface and interfacial tensions, and disjoining pressure isotherms for

foam and pseudoemulsion films for a variety of surfactant/oil systems. Most notably, we

measure pseudoemulsion-film disioining pressure isotherms for the first time and directly

establish that pseudoemulsion film stability controls the stability of the foam in the systems

we tested. Moreover, we demonstrate the correspondence between stable pseudoemulsion
films, negative entering behavior, and oil-tolerant foams.



INTRODUCTION

Foam as drive fluid for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) has shown promise,

particularly in steamflooding field applications (1-3). In addition, foam may be an effective

barrier to gas coning in thin oil zones (4). The unique mobility-control properties (i.e.,

large flow resistance) of foam in porous media make it an attractive choice. However, even

though foam shows potential for improving oil recovery, it is not widely used partly

because crude oils destabilize most foams. When flowing foam in porous media coalesces

into its two separate phases, liquid and gas, it no longer provides a large flow resistance

and is ineffective for oil recovery. Foam must remain stable against oil, that is remain as a

dispersion of gas in liquid, for EOR applications. Therefore, it is important to understand

how oil destabilizes foam and how increased 5tability against oil might be achieved.

Figure 1 shows a highly schematic diagram of foam bubbles percolating past a

portion of residual oil in a porous medium (5). The aqueous surfactant solution is indicated

by light shading, the rock is represented by cross-hatching, and the oil is shown as dark

shading. As a lamella (i.e., a gas-water-gas or foam film) flows by a water-wet sand grain,

it deposits a thick water film between the gas and solid. Provided that the residual oil

globules are also water wet, flowing lamellae can similarly deposit thick water films over

exposed portions of the oil. This gas-water-oil film is coined a pseudoemulsion film (6). It

is possible for the pseudoemulsion film to thin and break under the capillary-pressure

suction in the Plateau border that terminates the film. In this case the oil may enter the gas-

water interface and spread as a gas-oil-water film or simply terminate the lamella. Thus, the

fate of the deposited pseudoemulsion film is crucial to how oil interacts with loam in

porous media.

Although considerable experimental work has focused on the interactions between

oil and foam in porous media, much of it is contradictory. Most studies correlate foam

stability results against thermodynamic criteria for entering and/or spreading ot"oil droplets
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at a bulk aqueous solution-gas interface. Definitive correlation between bulk oil spreading

and foam stability in porous media is not found (5,7-10). For instance, some researchers

find that spreading oils destabilize foam more than nonspreading oils (7-9). Conversely,

others find just the opposite (10). Still others note no correlation between spreading and

foam destabilization (5) or that spreading effects are secondary (6,11-16). One reason for

the inapplicabilty of bulk spreading and entering coefficients is that they do not account for

the porous medium. Recognizing this, Kuhlman (10) defined a geometry-dependent

spreading coefficient. Unfortunately, Kuhlman's spreading coefficient still does not include

two important features displayed in Figure 1: thin-liquid films and capillary-suction

pressure. Nevertheless, there is evidence for oil-tolerant foams in systems which have

negative entering coefficients that are based solely on the bulk values of the interfacial

tensions (5-15). Clearly, it is resonable to expect that oil must first penetrate the gas-water

interface in order to destroy loam (14,16,17)).

Several researchers focus directly on the stability of the pseudoemulsion films

(5,6,10,14,15). Manlowe and Radke (5) demonstrate by observing pore-level events of

foam flowing in the presence of residual oil that foam stability in etched-glass mircomodels

is controlled by the aqueous pseudoemulsion films separating oil and gas. Likewise, by

investigating injection of pregenerated foams into and foam generation in porous

sandstones at residual oil saturation, Raterman finds that foam stability is controlled

primarily by pseudoemulsion film stability (15). Previously, Kruglyakov (18) showed that

the stability of bulk foams exposed to organic liquids also relies on the longevity of

pseudocmulsion films. Moreover, Kruglyakov maintains that bulk water spreading on oil

(i.e., nonentering system) is a necessary, but not sufficient condition, for pseudoemulsion-

film stability. Water spreading on oil is equivalent to the aqueous phase completely wetting

the oil, as pictured in Figure 1.

Schramm and Novosad (11,12) and Schramm, Turta, and Novosad (13) focus on

emulsification of the oil. They define a dimensionless lamella number, A, that along with



bulk spreading and entering coefficients characterizes foam stability against oil in porous

media. Small emulsified oil droplets penetrate a lamella to destroy it. A lamella number

greater than unity indicates that oil droplets small enough to enter the foam lamella are

produced by the suction pressure in the Plateau borders of the lamellae. Then, the entering

and spreading behavior of the droplets at the gas-water interface of the lamellae controls the

final outcome. They maintain that the most oil-stable foam corresponds to a low A and a

large negative entering coefficient. However, like the classical spreading coefficient, the

lamella number relies only on bulk measurements and also fails to correlate with foam

stability in the presence of oil (4).

This work unifies the two approaches proposed to account for oil-foam interactions:

spreading behavior and thin-film stability. We demonstrate the correspondence between

stable pseudoemulsion films, negative entering coefficients, and oil-tolerant foams.

Frumkin-Deryaguin wetting theory is applied to the problem of oil-foam interactions to

discover that stable pseudoemulsion fihns are essential to maintain oil-tolerant foam. This

prediction is then critically tested by comparing steady-state foam flow behavior in glass

beadpacks at residual oil saturation with measured disjoining pressure isotherms for both

foam and pseudoemulsion films along with bulk surface and interfacial tensions.

THEORY

Spreading and Entering Coefficients

Attempts to correlate spreading behavior to foam destruction by oil forms the basis

for most of the work performed on oil-destabilization mechanisms. These studies are

descendents of the work done by Robinson and Woods (19) and Ross (20) who

investigated mechanisms for the rupture of liquid films by antifoaming agents. They used

the classical definitions of the spreading and entering (i.e. rupture) coefficients first derived
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by Harkins (21). For oil at a gas-water interface the classical spreading and entering

coefficients take the following fort-n;

Spreading Coefficient: So/w - ffwg - CYow- _og , (1)

Entering Coefficient: Eolw = O'wg+ CYow-O'og , (2)

where _ij corresponds to the surface or interfacial tension, and the subscripts o, w and g

signify oil, water, and gas respectively. These relationships are meant to indicate that for a

positive So/w oil spreads over the gas-water interface, while a positive Eo/w implies that oil

penetrates the gas-water interface from the aqueous side. As pointed out by Ross (22) the

entering and spreading coefficients are related in the following way, -Eo/w = Sw/o. Hence,

a nonentering oil is thermodynamically equivalent to water spreading on a gas-oil interface.

This equivalence is illustrated pictorally in Figure 2. Equations 1 and 2 do not, however,

consider the geometry of the system or the influence of thin-film forces, and, therefore,

their application to any physical process in porous media is _verely limited.

Generalized Spreading and Entering Coefficients

To generalize the ideas of spreading behavior and its relation to foam stability we

adopt the theory developed by Frumkin (23) and Dcryaguin (24) for wetting fluids on a

solid substrate (see also Churaev (25) and Hirasaki (26)). The underlying principle of the

Frumkin-Deryaguin framework is incorporation of thin-film forces to describe wetting

behavior. These forces, commonly expressed by the disjoining pressure isotherm, account

for the stability of thin-liquid films. Inclusion of the disjoining pressure into the spreading

and entering coefficients leads to a more general picture of how spreading and entering

relate to film stability, defines coefficients fl_attake into account thin-film properties, and

directly accounts for the porous medium through the capillmy-suction pressure.
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The disjoining pressure, H, was first introduced by Deryaguin and Obuchov (27).

lt represents the excess pressure acting normal to a film interface which results from the

overlap of molecular interactions between the interfacial layers. This pressure is a function

of the film thickness and can be either postive (disjoining) or negative (conjoining). A

schematic of a disjoining pressure isotherm for a typical ionic surfactant-stabilized liquid

film is pictured in Figure 3. Here we also identify the three primary components of the

disjoining pressure; electrostatic repulsion, l-Iel, van der Waals attraction, Hvw, and

steric/hydration, Fls-h forces. These components combine to produce the dark solid line that

represents the shape of the disjoining pressure isotherm, lt is important to note that

thermodynamically stable films can exist only in negatively sloping regions of the isotherm

(28). In Figure 3 the portion of the curve with a positive slope separates the isotherm into

two stable regions, thick (~ 50 nm) common black films (CBF) and thinner (~ 4 nm)

Newton black films (NBF). These designations are, however, somewhat restrictive

because they only pretain to systems that give a net 180° optical phase shift due to

reflections at the interfaces. Typically, asymmetric films (e.g. pseudoemulsion films)

exhibit refractive index changes that produce a zero net phase shift. Hence, below

approximately 50 nm these films produce white instead of black films. Therefore, we also

designate pseudoemulsion films that produce behavior analogous to a CBF or NBF as

common white films (CWF) or Newton white films (NWF). When the distinction between

white and black is not necessary, we simply refer to the two different types of films as

common films (CF) and Newton films (NF).

The dashed lines in Figure 3 labelled as Pcl and Pc2 represent two different

capillary pressures applied to the film. When the capillary pressure intersects the isotherm

in the negative sloping regions a (meta) stable film will be formed at the corresponding

thickness. Therefore, from Figure 3 we see that Pcl can produce two films with different

equilibrium thicknesses (CF or NF) while only thin Newton films can exist at Pc2. At even

higher capillary pressures rupture of the film is inevitable.



The key step required to include thin-film forces into the classical form of the

spreading or entering coefficient is to adopt the film tension model of the duplex interface

(29-33). Figure 4 illustrates this idea for a pseudoemulsion film generated by bringing an

oil droplet in solution to the gas-water interface. The thin aqueous fihn separating the oil

from the gas provides a barrier against oil entering the gas phase. The expanded region in

Figure 4 depicted by the circle and dashed lines, illustrates more clearly the transition of the

thick pseudoemulsion film to the bulk aqueous phase.

Thin-film forces are readily incorporated into a generalized entering coefficient by

first replacing the oil-gas surface tension with the tension of the aqueous film (26):

Eoe'/w= _wg + O'ow - _j , (3)

where o'f denotes the pseudoemulsion film tension, and the superscript g indicates the

generalized form of the entering c(xffficient. Next, the film tension is written in terms of the

disjoining pressure isotherm (29-33),

f lT= ll(ho)
crj(ho)= ct,,,e+ aow+ hdn , (4)

•//7(boo)=0

where ho is the equilibrium thickness of the thin lilm at a particular disjoining pressure and

hoocorresponds to a thick Iilm that is not influenced by disjoining forces (i.e., fl(hoo) = 0).

Ivanov and Kralchcvsky (34) derive a more general film-tension expression for curved

films. However, when hdRf << 1 le.g. ho - I(X)nra, Rf- 10 I.tin, where Rf is the radius

of curvature of the film) their result reduces to Equation 4. Substitution of Fxluation 4 into

Equation 3 defines the gcnerali_wd oil-water entering coefficient,



H= H(ho)
Eogw =- h dH (5)

d H(ho_)=O

Hirasaki (26) presents an analogous expression for the spreading coefficient of a liquid

over a solid substrate. Equation 5 relates the generalized entering coefficient to the

disjoining pressure isotherm and, therefore to pseudoemulsion film properties. More

importantly, for pseudoemulsion f'llms that are not highly curved at equilibrium, I-I(ho) = Pc

(5). Even when the films are curved the disjoining pressure (and hence the limits of

integration in Equation 5) can be evaluated from the capillary pressure and the film

curvature (5,34,35). Thus the geometry and wetting saturation of the porous medium are

automatically incorporated into the generalized entering coefficient through the imposed

capillary pressure.

Graphical representations of the generalized entering coefficient with a model form

of the disjoining pressure isotherm serve to reinforce the relationship between thin-film

forces and entering behavior. Figure 5 represents the graphical interpretation of Equation 5

for a plane-parallel pseudoemulsion film that has both CWF and NWF branches in the

isotherm. We immediately sec the role of the imposed capillary pressure, shown as dashed

lines in the figure, as the upper integration limit in Equation 5. Once this limit is set, the

generalized entering coefficient simply becomes the negative of the shaded area displayed in

the figure. In other words, a net positive area defines the system as nonentering. At the Pc

indicated in Figure 5(a,b), the film has two equilibrium thicknesses. As a result, the

generalized entering coefficient has two values depending on whether the film thickness

corresponds to the outer or inner stable branch of the isotherm. For the II(h) isotherm in

Figure 5(a,b) the total shaded area for each case is positive, which means that the system is



nonentering at both thicknesses. Further, we see that ali purely repulsive disjoining

pressure isotherms correspond to nonentering systems while purely attractive isotherms

produce entering behavior. Therefore, systems that have pseudoemulsion film isotherms

with large repulsive CWF branchs display negative entering behavior, produce highly

stable pseudoemulsion films, and therefore exhibit foam stability against oil.

lt is possible for isotherms with two values of the generalized entering coefficient to

have one value negative and the other positive. This is illustrated in Figure 6 with a Fl(h)

isotherm that has a large negative weil. When the film is on the CWF branch of the

isotherm at the indicated capillary pressure, as shown in Figure 6 (a), the net enclosed area

is positive and the generalized entering coefficient is negative. In this case the applied

capillary pressure does not overcome the force barrier generated by the film, and the

pseudoemulsion film remains stable. Nonetheless, if the film is on the inner (NWF) branch

at the indicated capillary pressure, as shown in Figure 6 (b), the net enclosed area is

negative and the generalized entering coefficient is positive. That is, the system is entering

in spite of the fact that a moleculary-adsorbed thin-liquid film separates the oil pha_ from

the gas-water interface. This ultrathin film of order .several solvent molecular layers in

thickness, can support a finite contact angle between the bulk aqueous phase and the

molecularly adsorbed film f26). In this regard nonentering systems ( i.e. E < 0) may be

thought of as oil-gas surfaces that are completely "wet" by water (i.e. zero macroscopic

contact angle (36)) while entering systems (i.e. E > ()) correspond to nonwetting oil-gas

interfaces for which the aqueous phase l_wmsa finite contact angle.

Unlike the generalized entering coefficient, the classical entering coefficient has

only one value for a given system, lt is strictly a function of bulk surface and interfacial

tensions and is a subcase t)f the generalized entering coefficient. For equilibrated aqueous

surfactant solution/oil/gas systems, the classical entering coefficient corresponds to a

pseudocmulsion film on the inner branch of the disjoining pressure isotherm at zero Pc.

Graphical illustrations of the classical enmring coefficient arc shown in Figures 5c and 6c.
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lt is apparent from a comparison of the shaded areas in Figures 5 and 6 that the classical

and generalized entering coefficients are significantly different and that the classical entering

coefficient can be safely applied only when near zero Pc conditions prevail. The advantage

of formulating a generalized entering coefficient is that we explicitly include thin-film force

barriers. Further we directly account for the complex nature of the porous medium, since

the capillary pressure imposed on the film is determined by both the geometry of the

medium and saturation of the phases within the medium. Further illustrations of the

differences between the classical and general entering coefficients are discussed in detail

elsewhere (37, 38).

Our ideas concerning stability of foam against oil in terms of the generalized

entering coefficient and pseudoemulsion films are closely related to the concept of a limiting

capillary pressure for foam in porous media proposed by Khatib, Hirasaki and Falls (39).

These authors experimentally establish a limiting capillary pressure in beadpacks, above

which foam in oil-free porous media rapidly coalesces. It has recently been shown that the

limiting capillary pressure in porous media without oil present is close to the rupture

pressure of single foam lamellae, as determined from their disjoining pressure isotherms

(40). If the capillary pressure in the porous medium exceeds the rupture pressure of the

lamellae, the foam coalesces and provides little flow resistance. Therefore, we argue that

the limiting capillary pressure for foam stability in oil-laden porous media is close to the

pressure that makes the generalized entering coefficient positive, thereby creating nonwater

wet oil patches that destroy the foam. When an aqueous surfactant lamella encounters a

nonwetting oil region, thick water films that protect the lamella are no longer present. At

this point destruction of the individual foam lamella [nay occur by oil spreading, contact

angle induced pinch-off, or pinning of the lamella at the oil surface (17,41). Similar

reasoning likely explains the finding that foam-flow resistance in oil-wet media is poor

(10). Apparently, thick wetting films are required for robust foam in porous media. To test

the ideas pre_nted above we measure and compare the disjoining pressure isotherms of



single foam and pseudoemulsion films, surface and interfacial tensions, and steady state

pressure gradients of flowing foam in glass beadpacks with and without residual oil. The

basic premise is that a highly stable pseudoemulsion CWF (at the imposed capillary

pressures) corresponds to a negative generalized entering coefficient which, in turn,

produces oil-tolerant foam.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Two surfactants are used in this study: sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), Kodak,

Electrophoresis Grade, Lot 91203 IC, a conventional anionic surfactant, and DuPont Zonyl

FSK, Lot 23 6/87, a zwitterionic fluorinated betaine surfactant. Although Zonyl FSK is

nonconventional, it serves as a model nonentering system when used with dodecane oil.

Chemical formulae of the surfactants are shown in Table 1. They are used with no further

purification. Surface tension measurements as a function of SDS concentration, via the

Wilhehny-plate technique at ambient temperature, reveal a shallow minimum around the

critical micelle concentration indicating trace amounts of impurities. The Zonyl FSK is a

commercial surfactant mixture; no attempts were made to characterize its purity. Analytical

grade sodium chloride is supplied by Mallinckrodt. Ali solutions are prepared using

distilled water that is purified further with a four stage Milli-Q TM reagent grade water

system from Millipore®. The oils in this study are 1,2,3,4-tetrahydronaphthalene (tetralin),

Aldrich 99%, and dodecane, Aldrich 99+%. These too are used with no further

purification. Their chemical formulae are also listed in Table 1. Combinations o1"these

surfactant solutions and oils provide us with a wide range of spreading and entering

behaviour.
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Starfactant and NaC1 concentrations are 0.50 active weight% and 0.83 weight%,

respectively. Ali solutions are well above the critical micelle concentration (CMC). Since it

is well known that SDS in water hydrolyzes into dodecyl alcohol (42), we use solutions of

exactly the same age in ali of our experiments to permit a meaningful compmison. When

working with equilibrated systems, surfactant solutions and oils are placed in contact with

mild mixing for at least two days prior to experiments. Careful surface tension, interfacial

tension, and disjoining-pressure measurements verify that equilibration is complete. No

stable emulsions were produced, even with moderate agitation.

Porous-Medium Measurements

The experimental equipment used for the porous-medium experiments is shown in

Figure 7. Jencon Scientific UK grade 18 (45-70 I.tm) soda-glass beads are packed in a 1-

cm inner diameter Omnifit High Performance Heavy Duty Glass Chromatography Column

that is 10 cm long. The permeability is 2.3 I.tm2 and the porosity is 0.37. A freshly packed

column with new beads is used for each experiment. The column is weighed continuously

by a Mettler BB 2400 Balance so that liquid saturation can be determined. We 'also maintain

about 590 kPa (85 psi) of backpressure at the exit of the column during ali flow

experiments.

Nitrogen gas passes through a 2-I.tm Nupro Filter and is regulated by a Brooks

5850 Series Mass Flow Controller. Surfactant solutions are supplied by an lsco High

Pressure Meterir, g Pump, and oil is supplied from a glass syringe driven by a Harvard

syringe pump. The column pressure drop and total system pressure are measured with

Validyne DP-15 Variable Reluctance Pressure Transducers and CD23 and CD 12 Signal

Demodulators. Their output is plotted on a Linear Chart Strip Recorder which is read to +

0.5 % of the full scale value of the transducer plate. Further experimental details are

presented elsewhere (37).
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Once the column is prepared for an experiment by saturation with the aqueous

surfactant solution, nitrogen and surfactant solution are co-injected into the beadpack. The

foam quality is set at 90% and the total superficial velocity at 3.3 m/day, both reported at

the column exit. The pressure drop across the column and the total system pressure are

recorded continuously as a function of time. These data allow the pressure gradient to be

calculated as a function of the number of pore volumes of gas and liquid injected into the

column. Liquid effluent from the column is also collected during the foam experiments.

This effluent is often cloudy with small amounts of oil-in-water emulsions. However, oil is

not produced as a separate phase. Weight measurement of the columns provide information

for determining liquid phase staurations.

We have not directly measured the capillary pressure in our beadpacks. However,

based on the model of Falls et.al. (43) for the capillary pressure in homogeneous

beadpacks, we estimate that Pe in our foam-flow experiments is of order 1 kPa. This value

can then be used to approximate Ego/wfrom the measured disjoining presure isotherms.

Figure 8 shows typical pressure-gradient traces as a function of the amount of gas

and surfactant solution injected for three different systems. The squares represent a SDS

solution with no residual oil in the beadpack, the triangles correspond to a SDS brine

solution equilibrated with tetralin and in the pre_ence of residual oil, and the circles are for

a tetralin-equilibrated SDS solution in contact with residual tetralin. The pressure traces in

Figure 8 rise rapidly at the beginning and then plateau to a steady-state value. The rapid

rise at the start indicates that foam is generated almost immediately upon injection of the gas

and surfactant solution. A large steady-state pressure gradient (i.e, large flow resistance)

indicates a highly stable ft,am, and vice versa. The steady pressure gradients for the SDS

and SDS+NaC1 against residual tetralin are extremely large compared to that of water

flowing through the beadpack under identical conditions. The foams produce a pressure

gradient of approximately 22 MP_m, where_s water as a single phase produces a pressure

gradient on the order of 0.02 MPa/ro. On the other hand, the SDS solution against residual

12



tetralin generates a steady-state pressure gradient of about 0.7 MPa/m. Thus, addition of

salt protects the SDS foam against destabilization by tetralin.

Visual observations during the initial part of the foam-flow experiments show that

the stronger foams advance through the porous medium in a piston-like fashion and achieve

a large pressure drop before the gas reaches the end of the beadpack. The weaker foams,

however, advance unevenly through the porous medium, and fingers of gas usually break

through at a low pressure drop. Ali of the foams reach steady state around 20 pore

volumes, except SDS equilibrated with tetralin (no residual oil present) which exceeded the

maximum pressure limit of our foam flow apparatus, 33 MPa/m, at about 20 pore volumes.

Most of the experiments are run for 130 pore volumes, although some are sustained for as

long as several hundred pore volumes.

Three types of foam experiments are included in this work. The first and most

severe test is the steady pressure gradient of foam flowing through glass beadpacks in the

presence of residual oil. The oil and surfactant solution for this test are always pre-

equilibrated. This test is the most severe because it simultaneously measures the stability of

both foam and pseudoemulsion films for oil-equilibrated surfactant solutions. Large

steady-state pressure gradients indicate stable foam and pseudoemulsion films. If,

however, the foam is destabilized by oil, as evidenced by a low pressure gradient, either

the foam and/or the pseudoemulsion films must also be unstable. Additional experiments

are required to isolate whether the foam is destabilized by solubilized oil and/or by breakup

of pseudoemulsion films.

Foam-flow experiments with surfactant solution equilibrated with oil but without

residual oil in the beadpack are the second level of testing. They solely test the stability of

foam films to solubilized oil. When solubilized-oil foam is stable without residual oil, but

unstable in the presence of residual oil, the pseudoemulsion films provided by the presence

of residual oil globules must be the culprit. If, however, the oil-equilibrated foam is also
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unstable, both the foam and pseudoemulsion fihns may be unstable. Although possible,

this scenario was not observed in our chemical systems.

The l_tstand most simple test, is the flow of foam stabili:,x:d by surfactant solution.

No oil equilibration, or residual oil contact is involved. This experinaent strictly measures

the foaming ability of the surfactant solution and is useful to determine the comparative

effect that oil equilibration and the presence of residual oil have on the stability of the foam.

An implicit assumption behind these tests is that the gas-water-solid films are stable

and do not contribute to the destabilization of flowing foam. We base this premise on

observations that our glass beadpacks arc strongly water wet even in the presence of oil and

surfactant solution.

Disjoining Pressure Measurements

The experimental cell used to measure the disioining pressure isotherms is depicted

in Figure 9. This cell is a variant of the porous plate method developed by Mysels and

Jones (44) and Exerowa and Scheludko (45). The individual films are formed in a 2-mm

hole bored through a l-cre diameter porous glass ffit. The geometry of this hole is designed

so that a range of capillary pressures can be applied to the film while maintaining a plane-

parallel configuration (38). The cell can be used to investigate both, foam and

pseudoemulsion films. Light shading in Figure 9 corresponds to the surfactant solution

under investigation; pseudoemulsion films require an oil phase which is represented by

dark shading. The entire cell is outfitted with a temperature control .jacket and mounted on ;l

vibration isolation table (StableTop TXT series). Using ztmicrometer-driven syringe pump

wc arc able to regulate the gas pressure, Pg, in the cell. Manipulation of the cell pressure

alters the imposed capillary pressure on the film, Pc, delqned as Pg - Pw, where Pw is the

liquid pressure in the Plateau-border region. At equilibritlm, the capillary pressure applied
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to the plane parallel portion of the film equals the disjoining pressure, H, and is measured

directly with a sensitive pressure transducer (Omega Model 750 DI).

A specially equipped reflected-light microscope permits film thickness

measurements according to the thin-film interference technique developed by Scheludko

and Platikanov (46). We use heat-filtered white fight from an Oriel 200-W Hg-Xe Arc lamp

to illuminate the films at zero angle of incidence. Independent verification of the film

thickness, ho, is provided by two different wavelengths of light (i.e. 546 nm and 665 nm)

that are monitored simultaneously with thermoelectrically cooled photomultiplier tubes

(Products for Research Model TE-104, RCA C3103402 ). After applying the standard

Duyvis optical correction for adsorbed surfactant layers (48), our independent

measurements of thickness agree to within _ 0.8 nm.

Disjoining pressure isotherms are generated by regulating the capillary pressure

through adjustments in the gas pressure while simultaneously monitoring the film

thickness. This process is aided by visual observations made from a video camera

(Panasonic Digital 5000) attached to the microscope. Once the films reach equilibrium, the

intensity of reflected light (to evaluate film thickness) along with the gas pressure are

recorded. By gradually increasing and decreasing the gas pressure we map out the entire

disjoining pressure isotherm. Additional experimental details are available elsewhere

(38,47).

Surface and Interfacial Tension Measurements

Surface and interfacial tensions reported here are obtained with the drop-weight

method. However, as a check, some surface and interfacial tensions were also measured

with the Wilhelmy-plate (Roller-Smith Precision Balance by Biolar Corp.) and spin_ing-

drop methods (University of Texas Spinning Drop Interfacial Tensiometer Model 300),

respectively. Comparison of the data from each method shows that the tensions are accurate

and that the agreement between methods is excellent (37). These techniques allow us to
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determine classical entering and spreading coefficients accurate to _+0.9 mN/m. In addition,

visual observations were made of drops either placed onto or released from underneath

surfactant solutions to confirm the predicted entering or spreading behavior.

RESULTS

Disjoining pressure isotherms, li(h), for foam (open symbols) and pseudoemulsion

(solid symbols) films are shown on a semilogarithmic scale in Figures 10 to 13. The

corresponding steady-state pressure gradients for flowing foam in glass beadpacks at 30

pore volumes of injected fluids are displayed on the figures and tabulated along with

residual oil saturations in Table 2. Subscripts "f" and "or" on the pressure gradients listed

in the figures indicate foam and foam against residual oil, respectively. Also, the pertinent

surface and interfacial tensions, with the classical entering and spreading coefficients are

presented in Table 3.

Figure 10 portrays the disjoining pressure isotherms for dodecane-equilibrated-SDS

solution foam films and for SDS/dodecane pseudoemulsion films, lt is clear that the foam

film is considerably more robust than the pseudoemulsion film. The disjoining pressure

isotherm for the foam film, shown as open diamonds, is much higher than the

pseudoemulsion film disjoining pressure, shown as closed diamonds. Both films

correspond to the outer branch (CF) of the schematic isotherm shown in Figure 3. The

foam-film disjoining-pressure data continue as high as FI=Pc=I5 kPa, with no rupture

observed, which is the limit of our experimental apparatus for this system.

The pseudoemulsion film disjoining pressure in Figure 10 is significantly weaker

than the foam film. The pseudoemulsion film ruptures near 0.1 kPa, which is several

orders of magnitude below the highest disjoining pressure measured for the foam film.

This indicates that either there is no inner branch (NWF) to this isotherm (i.e., purely
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attractive forces dominate to zero thickness) or that there is at most a molecularly adsorbed

layer that is below our thickness resolution.

The steady pressure gradient of dodecane-equilibrated SDS foam flowing in glass

beadpacks is 6.1 MPa/ro. With residual oil present the gradient is 0.12 MP'Mm. Clearly,

residual oil strongly destabilizes this foam. We also note that the residual oil saturation and

classical entering coefficient listed in Tables 2 and 3 for SDS and dodecane are 25% and

22.4 mN/m (i.e., strongly entering), respectively. The entering coefficients in Table 3

agree with visual observations of submerged-oil-drop experiments.

Figure 11 is similar to Figure 10, except now for a SDS and tetralin system. Once

again the pseudoemulsion film is much weaker than the foam film. The pseudoemulsion

film ruptures near 0.2 kPa while the foam disjoining pressure continues through 15 kPa.

Again, either there is no inner branch to the pseudoemulsion film isotherm or there is a

molecularly adsorbed water layer at h=0.

For SDS, the steady-state pressure gradient is much lower with residual tetralin

than without. The steady-state pressure gradient for SDS equilibrated with tetralin is

greater than 33 MPa/m, which is the limit of our experimental apparatus. In the presence of

residual tetralin the pressure gradient is (!.70 MPaJm. The classical entering coefficient for

SDS and tetralin is again positive at 3.3 mN/m, and the residual oil saturation is 10%.

Figure 12 shows the disioining pressure isotherms tbr Zonyl FSK foam and Zonyl

FSK/dodecane pseudoemulsion films. This system is significantly different than the

preceding two. Both films show high repulsive disjoining pressures and are stable beyond

approximately 1.2 kPa. Neither film ruptures before the highest obtainable capillary

pressure is reached in our experimental cell. Both disioining pressure isotherms evidence

highly stable CF branches.

The steady pressure gradient for Zonyl FSK against 29% residual dodecane is 22

MPa/m versus 19 MPa/m without residual oil or oil equilibration. This indicates that

dodecane does not destabilize Zonyl FSK foam. Significantly, the classical entering
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coefficient for this system is negative at -0.2 mN/m (i.e., nonentering). Again, visual

observations of a dodecane drop relea,,ed under a Zonyl FSK solution confirm that the oil

is nonentering. Moreo,ver, a dodecane drop placed gently on the Zonyl FSK solution

surface is immediately engulfed and remains underwater.

Figure 13 is another example of highly repulsive foam and pseudoemulsion film

disjoining pressures. The SDS+NaCI foam film is very strong. Its disjoining pressure

continues beyond 12 kPa along an outer CBF branch. The pseudoemulsion film is also

tough, with a rupture pressure of about 1 kPa. Again, with our technique, there is no

evidence of an inner branch for the pseudoemulsion film. In glass beadpacks SDS with

NaC1 in the presence of residual tetralin produces a steady-state pressure gradient of 20

MPa/m, the same value obtained with no residual oil or oil equilibration. Interestingly, the

addition of 0.83 wt% salt to a SDS solution reduces the classical entering coefficient, to -

4.3 mN/m (i.e. highly nonentering). Visual observations confirm this result.

Figure 14 cc_mpares measured disjoining pressure isotherms for foam films of SDS

solutions with m_.dwithout oil equilibration. Ali of the foam films possess highly repulsive

outer-branch disjoining pressures (CBF), exceeding 12 kPa, and no rupture is observed up

to the limit of our apparatus. However, if we impose macroscopic disturbances on the

films by rapidly increasing the capillary pressure, the oil-equilibrated films appear to break

somewhat easier than the nonequilibrated films.

Steady pressure gradients for most of the systems in Figure 14 are listed in Table 3.

Except for the SDS solution equilibrated with dodecane these data indicate that solubilized

oil does not destabilize the foam tested in this study. Solubili_'mion of dodecane reduces the

steady-state pressure gradient by a factor of 4. Nonetheless, IAPI/L is still very large, and

much greater than when residual oil is present. In addition, the steady-state pressure

gradients for Zonyl FSK and SDS+NaC1 without oil equilibration are equal to their values

against residu',d oil.
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DISCUSSION

Figures 10 through 13 and Table 3 show tlmt systems with highly repulsive outer

branches of the pseudoemulsion film disjoining pressure isotherms produce foam with

large steady-state pressure gradients while flowing through glass beadpacks in the pre_nce

of residual oil. From Figures 10 and 11 we see that weak pseudoemulsion-film disjoining

pressures correspond to low foam-flow resistances in the presence of residual oil.

However, the surfactant formulations in Figures 12 and 13 display strong pseudoemulsion

film disjoining pressures which correlate with large flow resistance in the presence of

residual oil. It is apparent that for these four systems, pseudoemulsion-film stability

controls the stability of flowing foam ia oli. laden porous media. In otherwords, water wet

oil surfaces (i.e., negative generalized entetirJg systems) do not disrupt foam flow in

porous media.

Earlier we discussed the concept of a limiting capillary pressure for pseudoemulsion

films in porous media. The estimated 1 kPa capillary pressure in our glass beadpacks

demands that pseudoemulsion films which cannot support pressures of this magnitude will

rupture. Figures 10 and II evidence films that fall into this category. The pseudoemulsion-

film rupture pressures are at or below 0.2 kPa and the foams for these systems are unstable

to oil. Conversly, Figures 12 and 13 show p_udoemulsion films that am stable or do not

rupture until the capillary pressure exceeds 1 kPa. Oil tolerant foams are observed in our

beadpacks for these systems. Therefore, the limiting capillary pressure for the unstable

cases appears to be between 0.2 and 1 kPa.

If we set the average capillary pressure applied to the pseudoemulsion films at 1

kPa, we can determine the sign of the generalized oil-water entering coefficients from the

measured pseudoemulsion-film disjoining pressure isotherms and Equation 5. For Zonyl

FSK/dodecane and SDS+NaC1/tetralin pseudoemulsion films, shown in Figures 12 and

13, the generalized entering coefficients are -0.()2 mN/m and -().01 mN/m, respectively,
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corresponding to repulsive disjoining pressure isotherms. Direct evaluation of gEo/w is

possible for these films because the entire isotherm is available over the limits of

intergration required in Equation 5 (i.e., no negative portion of the disjoining pressure

isotherm exists between Fl(h_) = 0 and Fl(ho) = Pc ). Unfortunately, we can only speculate

that the generalized entering coefficients for SDS pseudocmulsion films against dodecane

and tetralin are positive, because we cannot measure the negative region of FI that is

required to quantify gEo/wfor these systems.

For the limited number of surfactant systems studied here the steady pressure

gradients against residual oil correlate with both the generalized and classical entering

coefficients (see Tables 2 and 3). Systems with negative classical entering coefficients

exhibit larger flow resistances than those with positive entering coefficients. However, the

classical form of the coefficients is at best a heuristic analysis as it neglects much of the

relevant physics of the porous medium and thin films. Clearly, thin-film forces can

generate force barriers that produce stable pseudoemulsion films (i.e., water-wet oil) in

systems that show positive classical entering coefficients, depending on the capillary

pressure exerted by the Plateau borders. In this case only the generalized form of the

coefficients can predict the correct behavior.

Lamella numbers lhr our systems and the degree of foam stability to residual oil are

shown in Table 4. Our results do not agree with the behavior predicted by A; that foam

stability to oil in porous media increases tbr small values of A. The two stable systems in

our work produce the lowest and highest lamella numbers, and the unstable systems fall in

between. The most notable counter example is the SDS+NaCI against residual tetralin,

which has the largest A and is highly stable. We believe that the lamella number theory is

incomplete.
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CONCLUSIONS

Previous work on destabilization of foam by oil has been approached in two

seemingly different ways: spreading behavior and thin-film stability. Here we unify the_

concepts and demonstrate the inherent deficiency in the classical coefficients used to

correlate foam stability correlations. Classical coefficients strictly apply only to zero Pc

(applied capillary pressure), and they ignore thin-film force barriers. Since porous media

exert rather large capillary pressures on liquid lamellae, this severly limits the predictive

utility of the classical spreading parameters. When thin-film forces are included into a

generalized entering coefficient, the zero-Pc restriction is eliminated, and the energetics of

spreading or entering is naturally linked to film stability.

We find that oil-tolerant foam in porous media can be produced by making the oil

surface "water wet" (i.e. zero contact angle). Highly stable pseudoemulsion films lead to

negative values of the generalized entering coefficient and to thick aqueous wetting films

covering the oil. Of course, the foam lamellae must also be independently stable at the

capillary pressure imposed by the porous medium. If the capillary pressure reaches a

threshold value, large enough to rupture the thick CW pseudoemulsion films and create a

finite contact angle between the foam lamellae and the oil-gas surface or allow the oil to

spread onto lamellae surfaces, then the oil can rupture the lamellae and destroy the foam.

Measurements of foam-flow resistance through glass beadpacks, surface and

interfacial tensions, and disjoining pressure isotherms for foam :rod pseudoemulsion films,

critically test our theoretical ideas. Most notably, we measure pseudoemulsion-film

disjoining pressure isotherms for the first time and directly show that p_ud(x_mulsion-film

stability controls the stability of the foam in porous media for the systems we tested. Our

results als() indicate that a negative value of the generalized entering coefficient implies

stable p_udoemulsion films, and hence oil-tolerant foam.
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NOMENCLATURE

h Film thickness, nm

ho Equilibrium film thickness, nm

h_ Film thickness at which l-I= 0

L length, m

A Lamella number, dimensionless

Pc Capillary pressure, kPa (Pc = Pg - Pw)

AP Pressure difference, MPa

l-I Disjoining pressure, kPa

S Saturation, dimensionless

cr Equilibrated surface tension, mN/m

Subscripts

c capillary

el electrostatic repulsion forces

f foam

g gas

o oil

or residual oil

s-h stcric / hydration forces

vw van der Waals forces

w water

Superscripts

g generalized
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Table 1. Chemical formulas of surfactants and oils.

Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate H(CH2)12 O SO3" Na +

Zonyl FSK F(CF2CF2)3.sCH2CH(O COCH3)CH2N+(CH3)2CH2CO2 -

Dodecane C12H26

Tetralin CloHL2



Table 2. Steady-state pressure gradients, residual oil saturations, and

generalized entering coefficients.

System IAPI/L Sor gEo/w

(MPa/m) (%) (naNim )

SDS 29 -

SDS (equil w/dodecane) 6.1 -

SDS (residual dodecane) 0.12 25 -

SDS (equil w/tetralin) >33 -

SDS (residual tetralin) 0.70 10 -

SDS+NaC1 20 -

SDS+NaC1 (residual tetralin) 20 20 -0.01

Zonyl FSK 19 -

Zonyl FSK (residual dodecane) 22 29 -0.02



Table 3. Surface and interfacial tensions, and classical entering and

spreading coefficients.*

System Gwg gow fog Eo/w So/w

(mN/m)

SDS / Dodecane 37.8 8.9 24.3 22.4 4.6

SDS/Tetralin 34.5 4.1 35.3 3.3 -4.9

Zonyl FSK/Dodecane 15.0 9.7 24.9 -0.2 -19.6

SDS + NaC1/Tetralin 29.4 1.8 35.5 -4.3 -7.9

* Tension values, by the drop-weight method, are accurate to _+0.5 mN/m,

and entering and spreading coefficients are accurate to +0.9 mN/m.

Systems were equilibrated at least 2 days prior to measurements.

Surfactant concentrations are 0.5 active wt% and salt concentrations are

0.83 wt%.



Table 4. The lamella number and the degree of stability of flowing foam to

residual oil in glass beadpacks.

System A* Stability to residual oil**

SDS / Dodecane 0.64 low

SDS / Tetralin 1.2 low

Zonyl FSK / Dodecane 0.23 high

SDS + NaC1 /Tetralin 2.5 high

* A = 0.15 (C_wc/C_ow)
** from Table 2.



Figure Captions

Figure 1. A schematic of foam flowing through a porous medium containing oil.

Figure 2. A schematic illustrating the analogy between water spreading over oil and oil
entering through water. In each case the same three-phase boundary occurs.

Figure 3. A typical disjoining pressure isotherm.

Figure 4. A schematic of oil entering a water-gas interface through a thin water film.

Figure 5. Illustrations of the generalized (a,b) and classical (c) definition of the entering
coefficients for a small negative well.

Figure 6. Illustrations of the generalized (a,b) and classical (c) definition of the entering
coefficients with a large negative well.

Figure 7. Schematic of the foam-flow apparatus.

Figure 8. Pressure gradient versus pore volumes for SDS/tetralin systems.

Figure 9. Disjoining pressure cell for both foarn and pseudoemulsion films.

Figure 10. Foam and pseudoenmlsion film (p-fihn) disjoining pressure isothe,'ms and
steady pressure gradients with and without residual oil for SDS/dodecane.

Figure 11. Foam and pseudoemulsion fihn (p-film) disjoining pressure isotherms and
steady pressure gradients for SDS/tetralin.

Figure 12. Foam and pseudoemulsion film (p-fihn) disjoining pressure isotherms and
steady pressure gradient for Zonyl FSK/dodecane.

Figure 13. Foam and pseudoemulsion film (p-film) disjoining pressure isotherms and
steady pressure gradient for SDS+NaCl/tetralin.

Figure 14. Foam disjoining pressures for various SDS and SDS+NaCI solutiens with and
without oil equilibration.
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Figure 1. A schematic of foam tlowing through a porous medium
containing oil.



Gas

Figure 2. A schematic illustrating the analogy between water
spreading over oil and oil entering through water. In
each case the same three-phase boundary occurs.
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Figure 4. A schematic of oil entering a water-gas interface
through a thin water film.
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Figure 5. Illustrations of the generalized (a,b) and classical (c)
definition of the entering coefficients for a small negative
well.
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Figure 6. Illustrations of the generalized (a,b) and classical (c) entering
coefficients for an isotherm with a large negative well.
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Figure 7. Schematic oi' the foam-tlow appar_ltus
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Figure 8. Pressure gradient versus pore volumes for SDS/_etralin systems.
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Figure 9. Disjoining pressure cell for both foam and pseudoemulsion films.
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Figure 10. Foam and pseudoemulsion film (p-film) disjoining pressure isotherms and steady
pressure gradients with and without residual oil for SDS/dodecane.
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Figure 11. Foam and pseudoemulsion film (p-tilm) disjoining pressure isotherms and steady
pressure gradients for SDS/tetralin.
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Figure 12. Foam and pseudoemulsion film (p-film) disjoining pressure isotherms and steady
pressure gradient for Zonyl FSK/dodecane.
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Figure 13. Foam and pseudoemulsion film (p-film) disjoining pressure isotherms and steady
pressure gradient for SDS+NaC1/tetralin.
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Figure 14. Foam disjoining pressures for various SDS and SDS+NaCI solutions with and without oil

equilibration.






